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Convergent evolution of chicken Z and human X
chromosomes by expansion and gene acquisition
Daniel W. Bellott1, Helen Skaletsky1, Tatyana Pyntikova1, Elaine R. Mardis2, Tina Graves2, Colin Kremitzki2,
Laura G. Brown1, Steve Rozen1, Wesley C. Warren2, Richard K. Wilson2 & David C. Page1

In birds, as in mammals, one pair of chromosomes differs between
the sexes. In birds, males are ZZ and females ZW. In mammals,
males are XY and females XX. Like the mammalian XY pair, the
avian ZW pair is believed to have evolved from autosomes, with
most change occurring in the chromosomes found in only one
sex—the W and Y chromosomes1–5. By contrast, the sex chromosomes found in both sexes—the Z and X chromosomes—are
assumed to have diverged little from their autosomal progenitors2.
Here we report findings that challenge this assumption for both
the chicken Z chromosome and the human X chromosome. The
chicken Z chromosome, which we sequenced essentially to completion, is less gene-dense than chicken autosomes but contains a
massive tandem array containing hundreds of duplicated genes
expressed in testes. A comprehensive comparison of the chicken
Z chromosome with the finished sequence of the human X chromosome demonstrates that each evolved independently from
different portions of the ancestral genome. Despite this independence, the chicken Z and human X chromosomes share features that
distinguish them from autosomes: the acquisition and amplification of testis-expressed genes, and a low gene density resulting
from an expansion of intergenic regions. These features were
not present on the autosomes from which the Z and X chromosomes originated but were instead acquired during the evolution
of Z and X as sex chromosomes. We conclude that the avian Z and
mammalian X chromosomes followed convergent evolutionary
trajectories, despite their evolving with opposite (female versus
male) systems of heterogamety. More broadly, in birds and mammals, sex chromosome evolution involved not only gene loss in
sex-specific chromosomes, but also marked expansion and gene
acquisition in sex chromosomes common to males and females.
A century ago, Herman Muller proposed the first theory of sex chromosome evolution—that the X and Y chromosomes of Drosophila
evolved from an ordinary pair of autosomes, and that genes on the Y
chromosome had gradually deteriorated while their counterparts on
the X had been preserved1. In the 1960s, Susumu Ohno applied
Muller’s theory to the sex chromosomes of vertebrates, arguing that
while the sex-specific W and Y chromosomes of birds and mammals
had degenerated, the content of the Z and X chromosomes remained
intact2. Four decades on, comparisons of the human X and Y chromosomes have underscored the dramatic evolutionary changes on the Y
chromosome3–5, but the assumption that the X chromosome has been
evolutionarily stable remains unexamined.
The evolutionary relationship between the mammalian X chromosome and the avian Z chromosome has been the subject of much
speculation, but it also remains unresolved. Ohno conjectured that
the X chromosomes of mammals were orthologous to the Z chromosomes of birds2. However, comparative mapping of 30 Z-linked genes

indicated that the chicken Z chromosome was orthologous to human
chromosomes 5, 8, 9 and 18, and not to the human X chromosome6,7.
These findings were supported by the draft sequence of the chicken
genome, but only about one-third of the sequence of the Z chromosome was present in the assembly, leaving open the possibility that
regions of orthology between the avian Z and mammalian X chromosomes had yet to be detected8. The recent discovery that a subset
of the five platypus X chromosomes contains orthologues of genes on
the chicken Z chromosome renewed speculation that the avian Z and
mammalian X chromosomes have a common origin9–12. To accommodate the results of comparative gene mapping experiments, it has
been proposed that the chicken Z and human X chromosomes were
derived from different portions of an ancestral proto-sex chromosome that broke apart, leaving Z orthologues autosomal in mammals and X orthologues autosomal in birds11,12.
To reconstruct and compare the evolutionary trajectories of the
avian Z and mammalian X chromosomes, we have produced the
finished sequence of the chicken Z chromosome (Supplementary
Figs 1–3). The resulting sequence spans roughly 80 megabases (Mb),
is complete apart from four gaps and is accurate to about one nucleotide per megabase. The chicken Z chromosome contains ,1,000 genes
(Supplementary Table 1). This makes the Z chromosome less genedense than any chicken autosome, with 11 genes per megabase, which
is less than half of the chicken autosomal average of 25 genes per
megabase8 (Table 1). Conversely, the density of interspersed repeats
is 60% higher in the Z chromosome than in chicken autosomes
(Supplementary Fig. 1 and Table 1). Most of these repeats are long
interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs), whose abundance in the Z
chromosome is 70% higher than in autosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1
and Table 1). As a result, the Z chromosome is structurally distinct from
the rest of the chicken genome.
The Z chromosome’s most prominent feature is a previously unrecognized tandem array of testis-expressed genes, extending over
11 Mb at the distal end of the long arm (Fig. 1 and Supplementary
Fig. 4). This array constitutes nearly 15% of the Z chromosome, onefifth of all chicken segmental duplications and 1% of the entire chicken
genome8 (Fig. 1a, b). This sequence was initially reported as heterochromatin13, but we find that three genes are present in each repeat
Table 1 | Comparison of structural features of chromosomes Z and X with
autosomes

Genes per megabase
Interspersed repeats
LINEs
Average gene size

Chicken Z
chromosome

Chicken
autosomes

Human X
chromosome

Human
autosomes

12
15%
11%
21 kb

25
9.4%
6.4%
27 kb

7
56%
32%
49 kb

12
45%
21%
57 kb

kb, kilobase.
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unit and that a smaller flanking array contains a fourth (Fig. 1c, d,
Supplementary Fig. 5 and Supplementary Table 2). Together, these
four gene families total hundreds of copies and constitute almost onethird of the protein-coding genes on the Z chromosome (Fig. 1d and
Supplementary Table 2). All four gene families are expressed predominantly in the testis (Fig. 1e). We have termed this massive array of
testis-expressed genes the ‘Z amplicon’.
With the finished sequence of the Z chromosome in hand, we set
out to test Ohno’s hypothesis that the avian Z and mammalian X
chromosomes are orthologous. To reconstruct and visualize evolutionary relationships between chicken and human chromosomes, we
systematically plotted the locations of orthologous gene pairs
(Supplementary Figs 6 and 7). We find that none of the ,1,000 genes
on the chicken Z chromosome has an orthologue on the human X
chromosome (Fig. 2a, b and Supplementary Table 1). The Z chromosome is orthologous only to portions of human autosomes 5, 9
and 18 (Fig. 2a). Contrary to initial reports7, the Z chromosome is not
orthologous to human chromosome 8 (Supplementary Fig. 6). In
reciprocal fashion, the human X chromosome is orthologous only
to portions of chicken autosomes 1 and 4, and not to the Z chromosome5 (Fig. 2b). On the basis of this comprehensive analysis, we
conclude that genes that are sex-linked in chickens are autosomal in
a

DAPI
Z amplicon

humans, and vice versa, in broad agreement with earlier comparative
mapping experiments6,7.
Although the Z and X chromosomes show no signs of orthology, it
is possible that they were recruited from different portions of a protosex chromosome in the common ancestor of birds and mammals11.
Some investigators have raised this possibility on the basis of comparative gene mapping in the platypus11. However, the platypus does
not form an outgroup to birds and mammals, and cannot resolve
which state is the ancestral one: a platypus-like linkage of Zorthologous genes and X-orthologous genes, or the separation we
observe in chicken and human. Other researchers have attempted to
resolve this question by comparisons with an outgroup genome that
is far from complete12. Instead, we compared the Z and X chromosomes with the genomes of the four closest outgroup species whose
genomes have been sequenced and assembled. Each species represents a different order of teleost fish, which diverged from land vertebrates more than 450 million years ago14. After they diverged from
birds and mammals, but before they diverged from each other, these
fish species experienced a whole-genome duplication, complicating
the identification of 1:1 orthologues14. Nevertheless, we observe that
most orthologues of Z- and X-linked genes occupy separate portions
of each fish genome (Supplementary Figs 8–11). For example, threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus) linkage groups 13 and 14
carry the bulk of Z-orthologous genes, whereas X-orthologous genes
mostly reside on stickleback linkage groups 1, 4, 7 and 16 (Fig. 2c).
Because we observe that Z-orthologous genes are separated from
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Figure 1 | The Z amplicon. a. Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) of
Z-amplicon bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) CH261-77N6 (red) to the
distal long arm of the Z chromosome (blue). DAPI, 49,6-diamidino-2phenylindole. b, The Z amplicon (red) constitutes the most distal 11 Mb of
the Z chromosome. c, Triangular dot plots each comparing the sequence of a
Z-chromosome BAC with itself. Within the plot, each dot represents a
perfect match of 50 base pairs (bp). Direct repeats appear as horizontal lines.
On the left, BAC CH261-73L15 contains six tandem repeats covering 120 kb
immediately proximal to the Z amplicon. On the right, BAC CH261-137P21,
a representative Z-amplicon clone. Each 25–30-kb repeat unit is ,95%
similar to any other, though some units have been disrupted by insertions
and deletions. d, Genes in repeat units of the Z amplicon. Each 20-kb repeat
unit of small array in CH261-73L15 contains one copy of ADCY10Z. Each
25–30kb repeat unit of Z amplicon contains one copy each of C2Orf3Z,
MRPL19Z, and RICSZ. e, Reverse transcriptase (RT)–PCR analysis of
Z-amplicon gene expression in adult tissues. HPRT1 is widely expressed in
adult tissues and serves as positive control for reverse transcriptase reaction.
All Z-amplicon genes are expressed in testis, but not other tissues.

Figure 2 | Independent origin of chicken Z and human X chromosomes.
Rectangular dot plots show chromosomal locations of Z-orthologous or
X-orthologous genes in other species. a, Chicken Z chromosome versus
selected human chromosomes. The chicken Z chromosome is not
orthologous to the human X chromosome, but is orthologous to portions of
human autosomes 5 (yellow), 9 (blue) and 18 (purple). At right: three-colour
projection of dot plots onto a unified schematic of the chicken Z
chromosome, showing that orthology to human chromosomes 5, 9 and 18
accounts for most of the Z chromosome, with the exception of the Z
amplicon on the distal long arm. b, Human X chromosome versus selected
chicken chromosomes. The human X chromosome is not orthologous to the
chicken Z chromosome, but is orthologous to portions of chicken autosomes
1 (red) and 4 (cyan). At right: two-colour projection of dot plots onto a
unified schematic of the human X chromosome, showing that orthology to
chicken chromosomes 1 and 4 spans the X chromosome. c, Chicken Z
chromosome (orange) and human X chromosome (green) versus selected
stickleback chromosomes. Chicken Z and human X orthologues occupy
separate and distinct locations within the stickleback genome. Chicken Z
orthologues are present on stickleback chromosomes 13 and 14, whereas
human X orthologues are present on stickleback chromosomes 1, 4, 7 and
16. At bottom: two-colour projection of dot plots onto unified schematics of
stickleback chromosomes, showing the relative contribution of chicken Z
and human X orthologues.
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Figure 3 | Convergent gene gain on the chicken Z and human X
chromosomes. a, Gene density of Z and X chromosomes compared with
autosomes. Both are unusually gene poor, with about half the gene density of
a typical autosome. b, Venn diagrams comparing gene content of chicken Z
and human X chromosomes with orthologous autosomes. Most genes on
orthologous autosomes remain on the sex chromosomes; few have been lost.
Both the chicken Z chromosome and the human X chromosome gained
hundreds of genes not present on orthologous autosomes. c, Percentage of
protein coding genes with testis ESTs in Unigene. On left: in comparison
with chicken autosomes, the Z chromosome is enriched for testis-expressed
genes. Single-copy Z chromosome genes (SC) show no enrichment for testis
ESTs relative to autosomal genes, but nearly all multicopy (MC) genes are
expressed in testis. On right: similar results obtain on the human X
chromosome.

X-orthologous genes in birds, mammals and each of these four fish,
we conclude that the Z and the X chromosomes have evolved independently from distinct portions of the ancestral vertebrate genome.
Although we rejected the hypothesis that the avian Z and mammalian X chromosomes share a common origin, we discovered that
the chicken Z and human X chromosomes share common features.
Like the chicken Z chromosome, the human X chromosome has a
low gene density; there are half as many genes per megabase on the X
chromosome as on the average human autosome5 (Fig. 3a and
Table 1). Other investigators have observed that low gene density is
often associated with increased interspersed repeat content, specifically LINEs5,15. We also observe this association on the Z and X
chromosomes (Supplementary Fig. 1 and Table 1).
There are two possible explanations for these features of the chicken
Z and human X chromosomes. Either the Z and X chromosomes arose
from autosomes pre-adapted for the role of sex chromosomes, or they
arose from ordinary autosomes that convergently evolved into
specialized sex chromosomes. If the Z and X chromosomes arose from
pre-adapted autosomes, then the structural features shared by the Z
and X chromosomes should also be found on the orthologous autosomal regions. We tested this theory by comparing each sex chromosome to the orthologous autosomes in the other species (Fig. 2,
Table 2, and Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). As a group, the autosomal regions that correspond to the Z and X chromosomes are typical of their respective genomes (Table 2). Although these regions
show a slight deficit in gene density relative to the average within their

respective genomes, the difference is too small to account for the
extremely low gene density of the Z and X chromosomes. Because
the orthologous autosomes in the other species do not share the structural features common to the Z and X chromosomes, we infer that
these convergent features arose during the process of sex chromosome
evolution, and not before.
To explain the paucity of genes on the Z and X chromosomes, we
looked for evidence that both chromosomes lost genes during sex
chromosome evolution. Instead, we observed that both the Z chromosome and the X chromosome gained protein-coding genes. We
compared the gene content of the Z and the X chromosomes to the
orthologous autosomes from the other species as a surrogate for the
ancestral gene content of the Z and X chromosomes (Figs 2 and 3b,
Table 2, and Supplementary Tables 3 and 4). We found that only a few
dozen genes present on the orthologous autosomes are absent from the
Z and X chromosomes (Fig. 3b). In contrast, hundreds of genes present
on the Z and X chromosomes are absent from the orthologous autosomes (Fig. 3b). We conclude that both the Z chromosome and the X
chromosome experienced substantial net gene gain.
The majority of genes gained by the Z and X chromosomes are
members of multicopy families (Fig. 3b and Supplementary Tables 3
and 4). On the chicken Z chromosome, these are the genes of the Z
amplicon. The human X chromosome has gained thirteen different
cancer/testis antigen gene families5. All of the Z-amplicon genes are
expressed predominantly in testis (Fig. 1e), as are the cancer/testis
antigen genes of the human X chromosome16. The addition of these
multicopy gene families has biased the Z and X chromosomes
towards testis-expressed genes (Fig. 3c). Both the Z chromosome
and the X chromosome have an elevated proportion of genes
expressed in testis tissue in comparison with autosomes as measured
by the number of genes with a testis expressed sequence tag (EST) in
Unigene17 data sets (Fig. 3c). However, when multicopy genes are
removed, the remaining conserved single-copy genes show no bias
(Fig. 3c). Others have observed a bias towards sex- and reproductionrelated genes on the human X chromosome18. Our comparison suggests that the Z chromosome shares this bias. This bias was not a
feature of the autosomes that gave rise to the sex chromosomes of
birds and mammals; it arose by gene acquisition and amplification
during sex chromosome evolution in each lineage.
In light of this convergent gene gain, we looked for factors other
than gene loss that could account for the low gene density of the Z and
X chromosomes. Low gene density could result from Z- and X-linked
genes that are larger than those on autosomes, resulting in fewer genes
in the same amount of sequence. However, we find that genes on both
the Z chromosome and the X chromosomes are smaller, on average,
than autosomal genes (Table 1). The only remaining explanation for
the unusually low gene density of the Z and X chromosomes is a
massive expansion of non-coding intergenic sequences that spread
the genes farther apart. We estimate that intergenic regions were
expanded by about 40 Mb in the case of the Z chromosome and
80 Mb in the case of the X chromosome—nearly half the present
lengths of these chromosomes. No single class of non-coding sequence
can account for this change, but the enrichment for LINEs on both the
Z chromosome and the X chromosome (Table 1) suggests that the
doubling of intergenic sequence may have been driven by recurrent
insertion and divergence of transposable elements. In mammalian
genomes, high LINE density is associated with reduced rates of crossing over19, and suppression of crossing over is a key step in the evolution of differentiated sex chromosomes. However, the Z and X

Table 2 | Comparison of structural features of Z-orthologous and X-orthologous autosomal regions with all autosomes

Genes per megabase
Interspersed repeats
LINEs

Z-orthologous regions of human
chromosomes 5, 9 and 18

Human
autosomes

X-orthologous regions of chicken
chromosomes 1 and 4

Chicken
autosomes

10
48%
23%

12
45%
21%

23
8.9%
6.0%

25
9.4%
6.4%
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chromosomes are enriched for LINEs in comparison with autosomal
regions with similarly low rates of crossing over (Supplementary Fig.
12 and Supplementary Note 1).
Our comparison of the finished sequences of the chicken Z and
human X chromosomes reveals that each evolved independently
from different portions of the ancestral genome, from separate pairs
of ordinary autosomes. In each lineage, different portions of the
ancestral genome were substantially remodelled to become specialized sex chromosomes. The Z and X chromosomes have converged
on a set of structural features that distinguish them from autosomes:
a high density of interspersed repeats, and long intergenic distances
resulting in low gene density. Furthermore, the Z and X chromosomes have both gained multicopy gene families that are expressed in
testis, biasing the gene content of both chromosomes towards male
reproductive functions.
This convergent specialization of Z and X chromosomes for male
reproduction is surprising given that the Z chromosome evolved with
female heterogamety and the X chromosome evolved in opposite
circumstances, with male heterogamety. One might have anticipated
that the Z and X chromosome would have opposing rather than
convergent biases in gene content. Although strong selective pressures drive the evolution of genes related to male reproduction20,21,
these selective pressures influence autosomes as well as sex chromosomes. However, unlike autosomes, sex chromosomes are uniquely
susceptible to selection for traits that benefit one sex more than the
other22. Our results suggest that, in amniotes, selective pressures to
preserve or enhance male reproductive functions have trumped the
differences between ZW and XY systems to produce the changes in
gene content that we observe.
For nearly 100 years, it has been thought that sex chromosome
evolution involved drastic modification of sex-specific chromosomes
but only modest change in chromosomes shared by the sexes1,2. In the
past decade, this understanding was reinforced by comprehensive
molecular comparisons between the human X and Y chromosomes3–5
and by more limited comparison of sex chromosome pairs in other
plants and animals23–25. These X–Y or Z–W comparisons revealed
extensive genetic decay in the sex-specific Y or W chromosome, while
assuming that Z and X chromosomes faithfully represent their autosomal progenitors. By contrast, the Z–autosome and X–autosome
comparisons in this study reveal that the chicken Z chromosome and
the human X chromosome have undergone dramatic evolutionary
changes that were not anticipated and that previous studies could not
detect. In birds and mammals, sex chromosome evolution was not
limited to gene loss from sex-specific chromosomes, but extended to
expansion and gene acquisition on the chromosomes shared between
the sexes.

the other species (or vice versa), we used outgroup species (fish and amphibians)
to determine the lineage (chicken or human) on which a gene was gained or lost.
Full Methods and any associated references are available in the online version of
the paper at www.nature.com/nature.
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METHODS
Mapping and sequencing. All Z-chromosome BAC and fosmid clones selected
for sequencing (Supplementary Table 5) were from six libraries (CH261,
TAM31, TAM32, TAM33, J_AD and J_AE) generated from the same female of
the inbred line of red jungle fowl (UCD001) as was used for the whole-genome
shotgun sequence of the chicken8,26. As a result, the Z chromosome we obtained
is that of a single haplotype. We made use of publicly available BAC fingerprint
maps and BAC-end sequences as a source of mapping information and markers.
Individual BAC fingerprint contigs were ordered and oriented by radiation
hybrid mapping using CHICKRH627. No cell line is available from any bird of
the UCD001 line, so we used chicken embryonic fibroblasts derived from White
Leghorn (available from Charles River Labs) for FISH experiments to provide
independent confirmation of the order and orientation of the sequence
(Supplementary Figs 9–11).
Chromosomal FISH. One- or two-colour FISH to chicken chromosomes was
performed as previously described28.
Z-chromosome sequence similarity. Analyses of intrachromosomal similarity
were performed using BLAT29 (version 34) to compare all 5-kb sequence segments, in 1-kb steps, to the entire remainder of the Z-chromosome sequence. For
each segment, we recorded the highest percentage identity to a non-overlapping
segment.
Genes and transcription units. We identified potential transcripts in three ways.
(1) We used human (Ensembl version 52, NCBI 36)30 as the informant genome
and chicken EST sequences as additional evidence to identify potential transcripts
on the repeat-masked chicken Z chromosome, using TWINSCAN31,32 (version
3.5). We compared the output with the Ensembl 52 annotations for chicken and
human to identify previously unrecognized genes in our prediction. We considered
previously unrecognized chicken genes valid if they were spliced in chicken and
conserved to human.
(2) For the novel genes in the Z-amplicon region, we relied on BLAST33 (NCBI
version 2.2.19) matches to complementary DNA sequences to identify copies of
ADCY10Z, C2Orf3Z, MRPL19Z and RICSZ that showed evidence of splicing. We
then tested for transcription by RT–PCR across a panel of adult tissues.
(3) We used a combination of methods to locate non-coding transcripts on
the chicken Z chromosome. We used TRNASCAN-SE34 (version 1.23) for transfer RNA predictions. For other non-coding RNAs, we used BLAST to compare
our sequence with those of known chicken non-coding RNAs in GenBank35 and
miRBase36
Interspersed repeats. We electronically identified interspersed repeats with
REPEATMASKER37 (version 3.2.7).
Triangular dot plots. We performed dot plot analysis using a custom Perl
script38.
Expressed sequence tags. We used EST sequences from the BBSRC ChickEST
database39, supplemented by our own 454 EST runs on ovary and testis (SRA#
SRP000097).
Z-amplicon size. To estimate the amount of Z-ampliconic sequence missing
from our assembly, we compared the average depth of chicken fosmid end
sequences in the single-copy region of the Z chromosome with the depth in
the ampliconic region, reasoning that the excess depth in the ampliconic region
could be attributed to sequence we could not obtain because the similarity
between individual repeat units precluded either cloning or the assembly of
BACs. We used BLAT to map 23,977 fosmid end sequences to 72.2 Mb of singlecopy Z sequence, giving an average of 331 ends per megabase. In the 5.6 Mb of the Z
amplicon, we found 3,787 fosmid end hits, for 666 ends per megabase, roughly a
twofold enrichment. Therefore, we concluded that the Z amplicon comprises
roughly 11.4 Mb.
RT–PCR. We used chicken total RNA (Zyagen) and the RETROscript Kit
(Ambion). We amplified 1 ml of the RT product through 30 cycles of PCR with
an annealing temperature of 55 uC.
Primers are as follows. HPRT1 (116-bp product): GGATTTGAAGTGCCAGA
CAAA (forward); GCTTTGTACTTCTGCTTCCCC (reverse). ADCY10Z (145bp product): GTTTGTCAGGTCTCTGTGGGA (forward); GTAGAGGTCCT
CGAGCAAGGC (reverse). RICSZ (144-bp product): GACAGAGATCAGGGA
CATGGA (forward); AAACAGGAACACCAACTGCAT (reverse). C2Orf3Z
(131-bp product): TGTTCAAAATTCCAAGGCAGA (forward); AGGTAACGA
TTCAGCAGCTTG (reverse). MRPL19Z (242-bp and 60-bp products):

CAAGCAGAAGCAGAGAGAGGA (forward); TGACCATGGTTGAGGTTTCA
(reverse).
Orthologous chromosomes. To identify orthologous chromosomes in interspecies comparisons, we relied on a gene-based approach. We conducted reciprocal BLAT searches using Ensembl 52 peptide sequence databases from Gallus
gallus, Homo sapiens, Danio rerio, Gasterosteus aculeatus, Oryzias latipes and
Tetraodon nigroviridis. Considering only the longest peptide sequences for each
Ensembl gene, we flagged best reciprocal BLAT hits between two genomes as
orthologous genes. We constructed the interspecies dot plots using the chromosomal coordinates extracted from Ensembl (or in the case of the Z chromosome,
the coordinates from this study). Each individual dot represents a pair of orthologous genes.
Gene gain and loss. We relied on the assignments of chicken and human orthologues in Ensembl 52. However, we manually reviewed genes on chicken chromosomes 1, 4 and Z as well as human chromosomes 5, 9, 18 and X that did not
have simple 1:1 orthologues in the Ensembl database, to find pairs of orthologous genes that were missing from the database or not properly identified.
To study gene gain and loss on the chicken Z chromosome, we divided genes
into the following categories on the basis of their locations in chickens, humans
and outgroup species: (A) Z-linked genes with orthologues on human autosomes 5, 9 and 18; (B i) Z-linked genes present only in birds, but not in outgroups
or human; (B ii) Z-linked genes present in birds and outgroups but not in
human; (B iii a) Z-linked genes with human orthologues not on autosomes 5,
9 or 18 that were not syntenic with neighbours in outgroups or human; (B iii b)
Z-linked genes with human orthologues not on autosomes 5, 9 or 18 that were
syntenic with neighbours in outgroups; (C i) genes on human autosomes 5, 9 and
18 with orthologues only in mammals, but not in outgroups or chicken; (C ii)
genes on human autosomes 5, 9 and 18 with orthologues only in mammals and
outgroups, but not in chicken; (C iii a) genes on human autosomes 5, 9 and 18
with chicken orthologues not on the Z chromosome that were not syntenic with
neighbours in outgroups or chicken; (C iii b) genes on human autosomes 5, 9
and 18 with chicken orthologues not on the Z chromosome that were syntenic
with neighbours in outgroups.
Category (A) was counted as shared, categories (B i) and (B iii a) were counted
as gains to the Z chromosome, and categories (C ii) and (C iii b) were counted as
losses from the Z chromosome. Categories (B ii) and (B iii b) (representing losses
from the human autosomes) and categories (C i) and (C iii a) (representing gains
to the human autosomes) were excluded. We carried out an analogous analysis
on the human X chromosome and chicken autosomes 1 and 4.
Biased gene content. We searched for Unigene17 EST clusters from normal
chicken and human testis that corresponded with chicken and human genes
to identify genes expressed in the testis. We determined the percentage of genes
with at least one testis EST for each category (autosomes, Z- or X-chromosome
total, Z- or X-chromosome single copy, Z- or X-chromosome multicopy).
Multicopy genes on the Z chromosome include those of the Z amplicon, and
multicopy genes on the X chromosome include those identified as cancer/testis
antigen genes in the finished sequence of the X chromosome5.
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